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GRAD CLASS '89 ?
lead in opening up lines of 
communication.

This letter has several purposes. It 
is a follow-up to the challenge we 
issued last week. For those of you who 
didn't see it, the challenge concerned 
the Blood Donor Clinic, held at the 
beginning of last week. The response 
was quite favourable, and we applaud 
the intrepid individuals who "gave a 
bit of themselves" at the Clinic. Final 

_ . . . , , results are not in yet as to who are the
Everywhere I go - m the cafeteria, .-Best Blood Faculty", but the winners 

in the halls and in the washrooms, my of the chaUe Wlli ^ nolified soon.
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their rig ts. . . officially opened (to start off
Smokers are being banned entirely ineeri Weekend) on Friday, 17 

(so rumour has it) from the sub- Feb 89 (a bash will ensue shortly 
cafeteria in a few weeks. This ,s an thereafter). A quick schedule of events:

Thur. 16 Feb. is ski-day at Crabbe, 
Fri. 17 is night at the Hilltop, Sat. 18 
is the Broomball tournament at the 

Joyce P. McCullough Arms. Tickets for ski-day are on sale 
all next week at lunch in the Head Hall 
lobby.

Finally, the
Undergraduate Society would like to 
extend an offer to other interested
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My eyes are watering, my nose is 
running. My wind-pipe is in spasms 
and I am fighting for my breath. It 
strikes here!
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infringement on their rights by non- 
smoker! Give them their rights. Give 
them one-half of the cafeteria.
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S Higmsocieties to partake in co-operativeDear News Editor
The Engineering Faculty this year events on campus (socials, sports 

to have an abundance of events, etc.). There is strength in 
information that we need to convey to numbers, and who knows what could 
thé rest of UNB. In order to satisfy happen? Apathy on this campus is 
this craving, we will occasionally use dying a slow death. All we have to do 
this venerable medium to convey our *s Put it out of its misery! 
messages. It is our hope that the other, 
societies on campus will have 
forbearance, and perhaps follow our
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PHY^IOIIF POQTCDQ Why not try these on for size. Giant, full color posters, 
rn I WIWC rvOICIxO perfect lor any wall. Inspirational and simply great
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to look at, these works of art are a must for any 
bodybuilding enthusiast. Order yours today!
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BODY DESIGNS Nutritional Supplements, 
Weight-Training Supplies, 
Physique Posters and Prints 
Top-Quality Products With 
YOUR New Body in Mind!

Where the first price is the BEST price.
577 Charlotte Street 
Fredericton, N.B.
E3B 1M1

Call for Appointment: 455-8327
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